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anii Charlie Miller doesn't look
slike much from here. Miller is --a
fhuman mountain of flesh, but
Flynn with his superior cleve-

rness should be able to land the
Miller is another of the

JV, fnumerous "white hopes" now se--
4 curing advertising and a little
, loose change.
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Grand Athletic wants
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Some maintain that the you wear
Are something which doesn't much

That all that is worthy of care
, And a whole lot of kind of r

take it from me that the tailored chap - '

May land on the heights of r l x '
While the noble but one gets a hard rap , "'

is under suspicion. . "'

Your won't make up for a shortage of brain s
(But often help to conceal

, when well clad your prestige it. maintains;
You like Success and you

"The follies of fashion" 'there's no one who
Such fads as Ido I can't bear 'em. -

But when it comes down to the question of clothes1'
It always is better to wear 'em !
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,, The Nut Miss
You've been walking pretty

V 3ast. I've been running to
Bi.catch you. The Maid rm so

f? -- sorry. I wasn't
I had' no idea you were behind.
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" In preparing kid for gloves one
pLondon uses over 2,000 eggs

Two and entries
have feceived for the annual
track and field meet the

Sears,
athletic tomorrow.

The Club
indoor team
averaging 'Phone

2652.

people clothes' which
matter,

character's
that chatter.

''But fine
ambition,

shabby
And oftentimes

clothes
they'll it)

And you're
look feeLit!

loathes

Morning, Petti-
ly.

nearly

hurrying specially.

firm

Homan

"Poor -- George; tells his wife
everything he does' said the first
clubman. ,

"Yes," said the second, "and he
does everything she tells him."
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A long bottle filled with ice

water or very cool water from the
crock makes a good rolling pin
for pie crusts ,
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